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By solving the two-electron time-dependent Schrödinger equation, we study carrier-envelope-phase (CEP)
effects on ionization plus excitation of He to He+(n = 2) states by a few-cycle attosecond pulse with a carrier
frequency of 51 eV. For most CEPs the asymmetries in the photoelectron angular distributions with excitation
of He+(2s) or He+(2p) have opposite signs and are two orders of magnitude larger than for ionization without
excitation. These results indicate that attosecond pulse CEP effects may be significantly amplified in correlated
two-electron ionization processes.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.88.011401 PACS number(s): 32.80.Fb, 02.70.Dh, 32.80.Rm, 32.80.Zb
A main goal of attosecond science is to control electronic
motion on its natural time scale [1–4]. A milestone toward
achieving such control is the experimental realization of few-
cycle attosecond pulses with stable carrier envelope phases
(CEPs) [5–7]. A possible method for tuning the CEP has also
been proposed [5]. For few-cycle IR pulses, it has long been
predicted [8] and confirmed experimentally [9–12] that the
angular distribution of ionized electrons can be asymmetric in
certain energy ranges and for certain CEPs. Such asymmetries
may be understood as mimicking the asymmetry of the electric
field of a few-cycle laser pulse [9–12]. More fundamentally,
the asymmetries may be regarded as stemming from the
large bandwidth of a few-cycle laser pulse, which results
in overlapping transition amplitudes to states of different
parity; i.e., owing to the large bandwidth, transition amplitudes
for ionization involving N or N + 1 photons of the carrier
frequency may overlap in energy [8,13–16].
For a few-cycle XUV attosecond pulse, the bandwidth
of the pulse can be the same order of magnitude as the
XUV carrier frequency, thus indicating the possibility of
controlling electronic motion over a large range of electron
energy [15–17]. Realization of this possibility, however,
requires much more intense attosecond pulses than currently
exist so that nonlinear attosecond processes are significant.
Theory indicates that attosecond pulse peak intensities of order
1 PW/cm2 are necessary [15–17]. While such intensities are
not yet a reality, experimental progress toward increasing the
intensity of XUV attosecond pulses is being made (see, e.g.,
Refs. [18–22]).
Most experimental work (e.g., Refs. [9–12]) concerning
CEP effects on ionized electron angular distributions has been
for single-electron ionization processes and, consequently,
nearly all theoretical works on few-cycle pulse ionization
processes have made use of the single active electron (SAE)
approximation. We recently investigated the CEP effects of a
few-cycle XUV attosecond pulse on single ionization of He to
the He+(1s) state by solving the two-electron time-dependent
Schrödinger equation (TDSE) [23] in order to compare our
results with prior results using the SAE approximation [15].
We found that doubly excited states of He influence signif-
icantly the CEP-induced asymmetry of the ionized electron
angular distribution, despite the large bandwidth of the XUV
attosecond pulse. Given this evidence [23] of two-electron
effects on a basically single-electron ionization process, we
were motivated in this work to investigate the CEP effects
of a few-cycle attosecond pulse on a strictly two-electron
ionization process (i.e., ionization plus excitation) for the
fundamental two-electron atom, He. Ionization plus excitation
is a two-electron process (i.e., one that cannot be described
using the SAE approximation) that allows an essentially exact
quantum-mechanical numerical analysis for He. Moreover,
for few-cycle XUV pulses (as opposed to few-cycle IR
pulses), numerical results can be compared with a perturbative
theoretical analysis of attosecond photoionization involving
only first- and second-order transition amplitudes [16].
In this Rapid Communication, we present theoretical results
on photoelectron angular distribution asymmetries in single
ionization plus excitation (SIE) of He to He+(2s,2p) states by
a few-cycle, linearly polarized, attosecond pulse defined by its
vector potential A(t) and electric field E(t):
A(t) = A0f (t) sin(!t + ")ez, E(t) = !
#
#t
A(t), (1)
where " is the CEP and f (t) is the pulse envelope. We
assume that f (t) has a cosine-squared shape, cos2($ t/T ),
over the interval !T/2 ! t ! T/2, where T is the total
pulse duration, equal to an integer number nc of optical
cycles [T " nc(2$/!)]. The peak intensity of the pulse is
I = E20 , where E0 " A0!, the temporal FWHM of its intensity
profile is 0.364T , and its spectral width is 1.44!/nc [24].
In our calculations we have chosen I = 1 or 2 PW/cm2,
! = 51 eV, and pulse lengths T = 162 as (2-cycles) or
243 as (3-cycles). The FWHM in the intensity for T = 3
-cycles is 1.1 cycles, which is comparable to those of the
single-cycle pulses achieved experimentally [5,6]. For SIE of
He to He+(n = 2), the threshold energy is 65.41 eV. Although
the carrier frequency ! of our pulse is below this threshold,
the bandwidth of 36.7 eV for T = 2-cycles (or 24.5 eV for
T = 3-cycles) ensures that there is significant overlap of first-
and second-order SIE amplitudes (of comparable magnitudes)
in the energy region above the He+(n = 2) threshold.
For few-cycle attosecond pulses, the SIE cross section
is not meaningful owing to the broad pulse bandwidth.
The relevant observable is the probability for SIE of He to
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He+(2s,2p), which is obtained by projecting the two-electron
wave packet (after the interaction with the pulse) onto field-
free, correlated wave functions. Our numerical methods for
obtaining the two-electron wave packet and the field-free
correlated wave functions are presented in detail in Ref. [23],
which considered ionization without excitation of He. In
brief, two methods were used to solve the full-dimensional,
two-electron TDSE to obtain the continuum part of the
two-electron wave packet !C("): (1) a TDSE parallel solver
combining the real-space-product algorithm with a finite-
element discrete-variable representation (FE-DVR) [25,26];
(2) a two-electron TDSE method [27] using normalized Gauss-
Lobatto FE-DVR basis functions [28,29] and an iterative
Arnoldi-Lanczos method [30]. Both methods give the same
converged results. The field-free SIE states of He are described
by a multichannel scattering wave function #$(E,k̂e) obtained
accurately using the Jacobi- or J-matrix method [23,31–38].
In each final state channel $, the wave function is expanded
in a basis of Coulomb-Sturmian functions [23]. The channel
$ ! (n,l,l"; LM) designates respectively the He+(nl) radial
and angular momentum quantum numbers (where nl = 2s or
2p), the angular momentum l" of the ionized electron, and the
total angular momentum L and its projection M , where M = 0
for a linearly polarized pulse. Owing to azimuthal symmetry,
the dependence on the ionized electron’s momentum direction
k̂e reduces to dependence on the angle % with respect to the
laser polarization axis (our z axis). In this work, we present
results only for electron ionization in the forward (%+ = 0)
and backward (%# = & ) directions, for which the asymmetry
is largest.
The differential probability density for SIE of He to He+(nl)
with the photoelectron having energy E is
Pnl(E,%±,") = |$!C(")|
!
l"L
#$(E,%±)%|2. (2)
For a given CEP ", the asymmetry 'Pnl(E,") for electron
ionization along %± is [15,23]
'Pnl(E,") = Pnl(E,%+,") # Pnl(E,%#,"). (3)
The normalized asymmetry factor is defined as
Rnl(E,") = 'Pnl(E,")/[Pnl(E,%+,") + Pnl(E,%#,")]. (4)
In our calculations, four values of the total angular momen-
tum are included: 0 ! L ! 3. Even for a peak pulse intensity
of 2 PW/cm2 it is useful to analyze the nonperturbative
TDSE results in terms of the key contributing perturbation
theory terms (in the electron-laser pulse interaction) [16].
By electric dipole selection rules, the first-order transition
amplitude produces final states with 1P o symmetry, while the
second-order transition amplitude produces final states with
either 1Se or 1De symmetry. Owing to the different parities of
the first- and second-order transition amplitudes, they interfere
constructively on one side of the z axis and destructively on the
other. The third-order transition amplitude produces either 1P o
or 1Fo final states; these are included, but their contributions
are small. For photoelectron energies 0.1 ! E ! 30 eV, we
find that for either ion state (2s or 2p) the odd-parity 1P o (first
order &1-photon) amplitude (which is nonzero above the SIE
threshold owing to the bandwidth of the pulse) is not much
larger in magnitude than the even parity 1Se or 1De (second
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Differential probability density [Eq. (2)]
for SIE of He to He+(2s,2p) by a 3-cycle pulse (with ( = 51 eV, CEP
" = &/2, and peak pulse intensity I = 2 PW/cm2) for (a) forward
(%+ = 0) and (b) backward (%# = & ) electron ejection with kinetic
energy 0.1 ! E ! 15.0 eV. The inset figures show the doubly excited
state features in the energy region 3.6 ! E ! 6.6 eV.
order & 2-photon) amplitudes. The interference between these
&1- and &2-photon amplitudes is seen in the inset graphs of
Fig. 1 in which many autoionizing resonances with different
parities are visible in the SIE probability density spectrum
[see Eq. (2)]. Results in Fig. 1 for the differential probability
density are obtained by projecting the wave-packet solutions
of the two-electron TDSE onto the correlated J-matrix (CJM)
field-free states.
In Fig. 2 we compare the asymmetry 'Pnl(E,") [see
Eq. (3)] for SIE produced by 2- and 3-cycle pulses having a
CEP " = &/2 for photoelectron energies 0.1 ! E ! 15.0 eV.
The asymmetries for the He+(2s,2p) states have opposite
signs, and are approximately mirror images of one another.
The sign of the asymmetry for He+(2s) is the same as that
found [23] for ionization of He without excitation, i.e., for
the He+(1s) state. Our correlated calculations include many
interacting channels: for first- and second-order SIE processes,
there are three open channels for each of the He+(1s) and
He+(2s) states, and five open channels for the He+(2p) state.
From a perturbation theory analysis [16], the asymmetry
'Pnl(E,") is proportional to the interference of the first- and
second-order amplitudes, i.e., Re(A(1)nl A
(2)'
nl ). Whereas A
(1)
2s and
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Asymmetry !P (E,") [Eq. (3)] vs E for
SIE of He to He+(2s,2p) by (a) 2-cycle and (b) 3-cycle attosecond
pulses, with other pulse parameters as in Fig. 1.
A
(1)
2p have opposite signs over a large range of electron energy,
A
(2)
2s and A
(2)
2p have the same signs. Also, while the phases of
the first- and second-order amplitudes for 2s are comparable,
those for 2p differ by !2 rad.
For energies near threshold, E ! 5 eV, the asymmetries
!P (E,") [see Eq. (3)] are largest, indicating that for the
XUV pulse parameters we have chosen, the overlap of the
first- and second-order transition amplitudes, Re(A(1)nl A
(2)"
nl ),
is largest in this energy region. The 2- and 3-cycle results
are similar, differing primarily in magnitude (with the shorter
pulse producing higher absolute asymmetries). Regardless
of the number of cycles, while the asymmetries generally
decrease with increasing energy E, one finds significant
enhancement or suppression of the asymmetry in the vicinity
of autoionizing states over an energy scale comparable to their
widths.
In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) we plot the CEP dependence of the
energy-integrated asymmetries !Pnl(") #
!
!Pnl(E,")dE
for the cases of a 2-cycle and a 3-cycle pulse. For both pulses,
!Pnl(") has a convex shape for 2p and a concave shape
for 2s. For most CEPs, !Pn=2(") = !P2s(") + !P2p(") for
He+(n = 2) is smaller in magnitude than those for He+(2s) and
He+(2p), but can be larger near " ! 0 or # . Regardless of the
pulse length, !Pnl(") is larger for I = 2 PW/cm2 (see Fig. 3)
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FIG. 3. (Color online) CEP dependence of the energy-integrated
asymmetries !Pnl(") for SIE of He to He+(2s,2p) states by
(a) 2-cycle and (b) 3-cycle pulses, with other parameters as in
Fig. 1. Our CJM results are compared to the perturbation theory (PT)
parametrization of Ref. [16]. (c) Comparison of the energy-integrated
normalized asymmetries R2s("), R2p("), and Rn=2(") with Rn=1(")
for 3-cycle pulses.
than for I = 1 PW/cm2 (not shown). In Fig. 3(c) we show for
the 3-cycle case the CEP dependence of the energy-integrated
normalized asymmetries Rnl(") [defined as the ratio of the
energy-integrated numerator and denominator in Eq. (4)] and
Rn=2(") # !Pn=2(")/[Pn=2($+,") + Pn=2($$,")]. Whereas
the maximum magnitude of R2p(") occurs at " ! 120% and
equals $30%, that for the 2s state is at " ! 150% and equals
011401-3
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TABLE I. Parameters |K2s,2p| (10!4 a.u.) and !K2s,2p (deg)
obtained by fitting Eq. (5) (with I0 = 2 PW/cm2) to our 2- and
3-cycle CJM data for I = 1 and 2 PW/cm2.
Pulse: 162 as/1-PW 162 as/2-PW 243 as/1-PW 243 as/2-PW
|K2s | 19.153 19.163 13.126 13.103
!K2s 127.07 127.27 146.92 147.12
|K2p| 16.158 16.067 12.477 12.434
!K2p 277.40 278.02 285.43 286.68
+51%, while that for n = 2 is at " " 30# and equals !13%.
The magnitudes of R2s(") and R2p(") are two orders of
magnitude larger than Rn=1(") for single ionization without
excitation [see Fig. 3(c)]. For our SIE process, # = 51 eV
is below the He+(n = 2) threshold, whereas it is well above
the He+(1s) threshold; hence the interference of first- and
second-order amplitudes occurs in different energy regions
relative to these thresholds. The correlated SIE process thus
amplifies the asymmetry.
For the peak pulse intensities employed in this work, time-
dependent perturbation theory in powers of the attosecond
pulse electric field may be used to parametrize the asymmetry
in the SIE spectrum [16,23]. Including terms up to second
order in the pulse field, the CEP dependence of $Pnl(") has
the form [16]
$Pnl(") = |Knl|(I/I0)3/2 cos(" ! !Knl ), (5)
where Knl $ |Knl| exp(i!Knl ) is a complex dynamical pa-
rameter independent of " and the dependence on intensity
I (relative to some reference intensity I0) is shown explicitly.
Table I shows these parameters for nl = 2s,2p obtained by
fitting Eq. (5) to our numerical CJM data. For a given pulse
duration, both |K2l| and the phase angle !K2l are relatively
insensitive to the pulse intensity. As shown in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b), the fit of Eq. (5) to our CJM data for two different
pulse durations is excellent.
The implication of Eq. (5) for experiment is that uncertainty
in the peak pulse intensity I only affects the magnitude
of $Pnl(") and not the shape of its " dependence. Also,
estimates for $P2p(") [for laser parameters as in Fig. 2(a)]
with electrons ejected at a small angle relative to the z axis
[i.e., 0# ! %+ ! 10#, %! = 180# ! %+, see Eq. (3)] show that
$P2p(") is nearly constant (to within 1.5% at %+ = 10#). We
thus expect that the CJM results in Fig. 3 are essentially
constant for electrons ejected within a few degrees of the z
axis. Finally, although distinguishing excitations to the 2s or
2p states requires detection of fluorescence from these states
[39–41], Fig. 3 shows that $Pn=2(") is significant for both
pulse durations and that Rn=2(") is far larger than Rn=1(").
Moreover, Woodruff and Samson [42] have shown that the
fluorescence signal from He+(n = 2) dominates over those
from all higher excited states combined, being approximately
five times larger. This is consistent with our own CJM results
for the integrated asymmetry $Pn=3 for " = &/2, which we
find is about six times smaller than for $Pn=2 for the same
CEP.
In summary, we have shown by essentially exact numerical
calculations for the fundamental two-electron He atom that
multielectron processes initiated by an intense few-cycle
attosecond pulse permit a much greater possibility for control
of electronic motion by means of the CEP of the pulse.
Specifically, the asymmetries for ionization with excitation of
He+(2s,2p) are two orders of magnitude larger than that for
ionization without excitation [see Fig. 3(c)]. Moreover, these
asymmetries differ in sign for 2s and 2p. In addition, we have
shown (see Table I) that certain dynamical parameters [16]
(which provide information on the ionization plus excitation
process) are relatively insensitive to pulse intensity, thus
making their measurement experimentally feasible. These
features stem from the nonlinearity of the attosecond process
we have investigated. Progress in increasing attosecond pulse
intensities will make such studies of nonlinear attosecond
processes an experimental reality.
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